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Outline
→ EFB standards

→ ICAO EFB provisions
→ New EASA EFB regulation + AMC/GM

→ EFB definition
→ Types of EFB hardware and software
→ How to check EFB
→ Items to be checked during an inspection
→ New EFB related PDFs
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ICAO EFB provisions

Hardware
Where portable EFBs are used on-board the operator shall ensure that they do not affect the performance of the 
aeroplane systems, equipment or the ability to operate the aeroplane.

ICAO Annex 6
Part I, II and III All types of operations with all aircraft (aeroplanes and helicopters)

Software
Where EFBs are used on board an aeroplane the operator shall:
a) assess the safety risk(s) associated with each EFB function;
b) establish and document the procedures for the use of, and training requirements for, the device and each 

EFB function; and
c) ensure that, in the event of an EFB failure, sufficient information is readily available to the flight crew for 

the flight to be conducted safely.
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ICAO EFB provisions

Operational approval

The State of the Operator shall approve the operational use of EFB functions to be used for the safe operation of 
aeroplanes/helicopters:
In approving the use of EFBs, the State of the Operator shall ensure that:
a) the EFB equipment and its associated installation hardware, including interaction with aeroplane systems if 

applicable, meet the appropriate airworthiness certification requirements;
b) the operator has assessed the safety risks associated with the operations supported by the EFB function(s);
c) the operator has established requirements for redundancy of the information (if appropriate) contained in 

and displayed by the EFB function(s);
d) the operator has established and documented procedures for the management of the EFB function(s) 

including any database it may use; and
e) the operator has established and documented the procedures for the use of, and training requirements for, 

the EFB and the EFB function(s).

ICAO Annex 6 Part I and III (section 2) CAT with aeroplanes and helicopters
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EFB new regulation

Regulation (EU) No 2018/1975 of 14/12/2018
New implementing rules for CAT, NCC and SPO
Introduction of an operational approval for CAT operators to use type B EFB applications

ED Decision 2019/008/R of 27/02/2019
Related AMCs and GMs to the new IRs above (mostly transferred from AMC20-25)
Amended AMC20-25 (airworthiness only)

Applicable from 09 July 2019
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EFB new regulation: structure

SPA.EFB: The use of type B EFB applications shall be approved
- Risk assessment - HMI assessment
- EFB ADM system (procedures, training,…)
- EFB hardware suitable

CAT.OP.MPA.141: Requirements to use an EFB (any EFB system)
It should not adversely affect the performance of the aircraft system or the ability of the FC 
to operate it.

In case a type B EFB application is used , an approval iaw. SPA.EFB is required.

AMCs:
- Criteria on IR requirements
- Specific AMCs for AMMD, perfo applications, M&B, charts,….

AMCs and GMs: OPS content of AMC20-25 (applicable to all EFB systems)
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Types of EFB
Hardware:
- Portable: not certified, but may use some installed resources (former class 1 and 2 EFB)
- Installed: airworthiness certified (former class 3 EFB)

Software:
- Type A: non certified application with no safety effect
- Type B: non certified application with failure condition limited to minor safety effect

(including mitigations)

PED
or certified 

device
+ Eligible 

EFB app = EFB
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Types of EFB securing means

Mounting device
Viewable

stowage device
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EFB applications

Examples of type A EFB 
applications

- AOC, aircraft documents
- Passenger/cargo manifest
- Maintenance manuals
- Fuel prices
- Flight crew currency
- Crew rest calculation
- ……

Main EFB type B applications
(non exhaustive list)

- Performance calculation
- Weight and balance calculation
- Charts
- Airport moving map display
- In-flight weather
- Manuals (operations manual, flight manual)
- own-ship position in-flight
- ……
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EFB applications (examples)
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How to inspect EFB

General principle:
AMC1 ARO.RAMP.125(b) Conduct of ramp inspections
(d) Ramp inspectors should not open any hatches, doors or panels, which are not 
intended to be operated by passengers during normal operations, themselves nor should 
they operate or interfere with any aircraft controls or equipment. When such actions 
are required for the scope of the inspection, the ramp inspectors should request the 
assistance of the operator’s personnel (flight crew, cabin crew, ground crew).
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Items to be checked

EFB approval

EFB application 
back-up

EFB securing eTLB/ Journey 
log

Charts 
applications

EFB 
positioning

Operations 
manual

MEL

AOC, aircraft 
documents, 

OFP, …

New/amended PDFsNew/amended PDFs

Existing PDFs (not amended)Existing PDFs (not amended)
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New/amended EFB related PDFs

EFB approval
(SAFA/SACA)

No operational approval of 
EFB functions affecting the 

safe operation of the aircraft

SAFA/SACA
Approval included in the OPS SPECS

List of applications subject to the approval contained 
either on the operations specification or in the 

operations manual with a link  in the OPS specs.

Only type B EFB applications are subject to an operational 
approval
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New/amended EFB related PDFs

EFB application 
back-up
(SAFA/SACA)

EFB functions affecting the safe 
operation of the aircraft used 

without back-up

It depends on the type of application used:

For example:

- Own-ship application/AMMD: no back-up necessary

- Charts application: at least one back-up (paper or second EFB)
- Performance calculation: no back-up necessary provided that 

OM is available

- In-flight weather: no back-up necessary
- Operations manual: at least one back-up necessary (paper or 

second EFB)
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New/Amended EFB related PDFs

EFB securing
(SAFA/SACA)

The viewable stowage device 
used does not adequately secure 

the EFB.

Starting point: Assumption of 
compliance of the securing mean (CAT)

Check if the used securing means is described in the 
OM.

This finding should be raised in case of obvious non-
compliance. 
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New/Amended EFB related PDFs

EFB positioning
(SAFA/SACA)

EFB mounting device or viewable 
stowage device obstructing 

forward visual or physical access 
to controls, display or external 

vision.

Starting point: Assumption of 
compliance of the position (CAT)

Check if the position of the EFB is described in the OM.

This finding should be raised in case of obvious non-
compliance. 
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New/amended EFB related PDFs

eTLB/ Journey log
(SAFA/SACA)

Flight details not updated on 
EFB

Technical logbook not updated 
on the EFB

For operators using eTLB and/or 
e-journey log

Discrepancies between actual flights details and data 
recorded on EFB. 
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New/amended EFB related PDFs

Charts applications

(SACA)
EFB charts application used on a 
portable EFB without a mounting 

device or a viewable stowage device.

(SAFA/SACA)
Required instrument charts not on 

board, or not available during critical 
phases of the flight

For operators using charts applications 
on a portable EFB with no mounting 
device or viewable stowage device:

- SACA: It is mandatory to have the EFB stowed during 
critical phases of flight => not compatible with the use 

of charts applications.

- SAFA/SACA: Check operators’ policy regarding the 
securing of the EFB. If it has to be stowed during critical 

phases of flight => not available
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Questions?

Thanks you for your attention


